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Welcome to a self-indulgent 
celebration of my comics reading 
past!
First up is Retro-Inactive featuring 
Alpha, Alpha Girl and their nemesis, 
the evil Dr Oculus. Alpha started in 
a comic I produced in response to 
a book I was writing - The British 
Superhero. When I was doing the 
research for this book I wanted to 
create something between a homage 
and a parody to a by-gone era of 
comics publishing. Now Alpha is back, 
and the starting point for this story 
was a sense of nostalgia for all the 
comics I was reading in the 1980s and 
1990s, such as The X-Men, Watchmen, 
Marvelman, The Invisibles, Flex 
Mentallo and many more. This stuff 
blew my mind when I was a wee pup. 
Certain panels have always stuck in 
my mind, and when starting to write 
this story about being caught up in a 
wave of nostalgia, I thought about 
how these panels from different 
comics formed a weave of memories 
and interrelated themes. Bringing 
them together to form a new story 
was a lot of fun! I am very happy to 
have collaborated with artist Dave 
Charlton on this as I have admired 
his work for many years!
It is also incredible to have an artist 
like the eye-wateringly talented Alex 
Ronald on board! And a certain Dave 
Gibbons has also contributed. 
No biggie.
The second story featured here is 
an oddity in all the right ways. This 
is an essay in comic form drawn 
by the phenomenal Norrie Millar. It 
ruminates on the power of memory 
and nostalgia. It was intended to be 
an explanation of the ideas, theories 
and thought processes that went 
into creating the Retro-Inactive 
story, and along the way it collided 
with Mary Poppins. My mum and 
sister loved the Disney Mary Poppins 
film so it was constantly on TV when 
I was young. I was reading comics 
and it would be on in the background. 
Somehow in the writing of my paper 
for IGNCC 2018, and in creating 
this comic, these strands of memory 
reconnected.
This comic is dedicated to the comic 
shops of Dundee, from The Black 
Hole, which was run by my friend (and 
the most important man in Dundee) 
George Cordiero, and Marshalls 
Bookshop, to the Zoo and Graphic 
Book shop (which was literally half 
pet store, half comic shop… it was 
weird), and all the other long-gone 
places of glory. You made me who I 
am. 
Chris Murray, 
Dundee, 2018
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Retro-Inactive Script by Chris Murray
COVER
Title: Retro-Inactive. Referencing X-Men #141, Alpha and Alpha Girl in front of a wall featuring covers of 
old comics. There are banners saying “cancelled”, “merged’ and “banned”.
PAGE ONE
Panel 1 
Referencing Professor Xavier is a Jerk page. Alpha Girl in identical pose.
Word balloon: Alpha is a jerk!
Panel 2
Referencing Watchmen. Alpha in identical pose to Dan Drieberg. Alpha costume hanging up in closet 
behind him. 
Panel 3
A photo of Alpha and Alpha Girl in happier times.
Caption: What has happened to us?
PAGE TWO
Panel 1
Alpha and Alpha Girl leaping over the city. 
Caption: We used to be so happy. 
Panel 2
Alpha and Alpha Girl confronting Doctor Oculus. 
Caption: It all went wrong after the last battle with Doctor Oculus. 
Panel 3
Doctor Oculus in Dr Doom pose.
Word balloon: Curse you! 
Panel 4
Alpha delivers an Ozymandias style punch to Oculus. Alpha Girl looks on with a smile.
Caption: Oculus put up even less of a fight than normal. We’d won.
Panel 5
Alpha punches through Oculus’s chest as Alpha Girl looks on on horror. 
Caption 1: Then I killed him. 
Caption 2: I don’t know why I did it... I wasn’t in control. It felt like someone was willing me to end things 
once and for all. 
PAGE THREE
Panel 1
Alpha Girl is distraught. Alpha crouches over the destroyed body of Doctor Oculus. An undamaged 
Oculus floats above. 
Caption: I... can’t remember what happened next.
Panel 2
Oculus triumphant.
Word balloon: Next? There is no next. You do it all again. You repeat it all. You are trapped my friends, 
trapped in this 2D plane by memory and genre. An endless recursive cycle. 
Panel 3
Alpha and Alpha Girl looked stunned. 
PAGE FOUR
Panel 1
Referencing Pax Americana. Dr Oculus holding the cover of this comic (Retro-Inactive). 
Word Balloon: We’ve been here so many times. At this very moment. 
Panel 2
Dr Oculus turning the pages of the comic.
Word Balloon: I say “we” but you must realise that I’m not really here.
Panel 3
Dr Oculus lowers the comic and looks directly out of the panel.
Word balloon: This is the moment, before it all resets and begins again, where you realise that I’ve trapped 
you in a stupid pathetic comic. 
Panel 4
Referencing Marvelman. Dr Oculus and his lackeys have Alpha Girl in a dream machine, and are in the 
process of loading Alpha into one.
Caption: Capturing you and Alpha Girl took some doing, but once I had you in my Dream Machine it was 
easy enough to convince you that you were still in the real world.
Panel 5
Referencing The Invisibles. Alpha and Alpha Girl floating in a tank, wired up the Dream Machine, with 
helmets on. 
Caption: The trick was to give you lots of puerile stories to enact. 
Panel 6
Echo of previous panel, but this time they have no helmets and are floating around surrounded by old 
British comics. 
Caption: But I realised that wasn’t enough. On some level I wanted you to know that you were doomed to 
repeat the same stories over and over again… 
Panel 7
Referencing Fantastic Four. Alpha floating in a collaged Kirby-verse. 
Caption: I needed to use the Dream Machine to create a portal to a fictional reality, one imprinted with 
the ache of nostalgia, the pain of an unrecoverable past. 
Panel 8
Referencing Squa Tront! page. 
Caption: Kidnapped comics artists from all over the country worked for days on the ultimate weapon - a 
nostalgia bomb disguised as a comic, into which the pair of you would be inextricably pulled. 
Panel 9
Referencing The Filth. POV shot of pen held in hand. A larger, expanded version of this image in seen on 
the following page.
Panel 10
Dr Oculus, echoing Panel 3 on Page 2.
Panel 11
Photo of Alpha and Alpha Girl, echoing Panel 3 of Page 1.
Panel 12
Alpha looking around at the reader, no panel borders. Referencing Animal Man. 
Word balloon: I can see you!
Caption: Wait… what? You shouldn’t be able to do that!
PAGE FIVE
This is a repeat of Page 1, although a Mandelbrot shape is eating the corner of the last panel (referencing 
last pages of The Invisibles), and the word balloon in Panel 1 says “Doctor Oculus is a Jerk!”
PAGE SIX
Panel 1
Alpha looking up, like Dane from The Invisibles. Alpha Girl is also there. The panel/world is being eaten 
by Mandlebrot shapes. 
Word balloon (Alpha): Something has changed… I remember everything. 
Word balloon (Alpha Girl): Yes, the cycle has been broken. 
Panel 2
Referencing The Filth. POV shot of an arm, with a pen held in the hand, very roughly drawing a 
Mandebrot shape and an “A” on a tiled floor. 
Caption 1 (Alpha): I remember drawing something, but it’s not my arm.
Caption 2 (Alpha Girl): Me too. That is my arm/not my arm… These are not my eyes!
Panel 3
A sketch of Alpha, a slightly quivering pencil nib hovering over it. Referencing All Star Superman.
Caption 1(Alpha Girl): It’s the stories - the comics want us to be free!   
Caption 2 (Alpha): Not us… Oculus forced us into a fictional reality, but the door swings the other way 
too! The nostalgia bomb is still exploding, it never stopped! Fiction wants to break through into our 
reality! Don’t you see it? It was using him! Using us! I can’t stop it…
Panel 4
Alpha, sitting on a cloud high above Dundee. He looks benevolently over his shoulder. But he seems 
different. Almost menacing. His costume is a bit different - like a mirror universe version of Alpha. 
Referencing All Star Superman. 
PAGE SEVEN
A full page image referencing Flex Mentallo.  Doctor Oculus kneels at the bottom of the page, arms held 
aloft in despair. He is next to Alpha and Alpha in their Dream Machines. They are still asleep. A hole 
appears in the sky that looks a lot like a tear in a page. Through it fly dozens of long forgotten British 
superheroes, with dozens of old comics falling too. A copy of The British Superhero is in there too. A 
fictional, hyperbolic, super-changed Alpha and Alpha Girl lead the way. 
Caption: Never the End.
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